My Score saddle chair: optimum ease of operation
1 The backsupport is anatomically shaped,

providing good support for your lower back
without limiting shoulder freedom.

2 Ergonomically shaped saddle seat tilts
the pelvis to improve spinal posture.
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3 To adjust the seat angle of your saddle seat

correctly, pull the lever up and simultaneously
lean slightly forward. The saddle seat will
tilt. Make sure that you use a tilt setting that
does not make you slouch.
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5
adust your saddle seat at the correct
4 To
height, pull up the gaslift lever. Your

saddle seat has the correct height if your
feet rest on the ground and your knees are
slightly bent.

be provided with a Score ‘Balance’
5 Can
mechanism which allows small movements

of the pelvis, allowing the user to adapt his/
her posture. This encourages dynamic sitting
which helps to improve core stability.
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Saddle chairs Jumper and Amazone

+

6 Standard provided with a ø 54 cm aluminium
base and large swivel castors for optimal
mobility.
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comfortable ergonomically shaped saddle seat for a healthy posture
available in two sizes for a perfect fit
unique adjustable Score “Balance” mechanism for active sitting
seamless anti-bacterial upholstery (optional) for hygienic workplaces
available in a stylish “Bicolor” upholstery design
5 year warranty

Saddle chairs
Balance
Lumbar support
Find your relax moment during active
seating? Choose a Score Balance
Amazone/Jumper saddle chair with
lumbar support.

44cm

34cm

Jumper

wider seat

Balance
healthy active sitting
With the balancing seat the pelvis and
the spinal column stay in balance, and
pressure points such as the inside of the
thighs and the pubic bone are relieved
of pressure when changing posture.

Amazone

narrower seat

The anatomically shaped seat
automatically, tilts your pelvis back, so
you adapt a natural and relaxed position.
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Perfect fit; Available in two sizes

The Balance mechanism lets you in a
way “balancing” to get an active sitting
position. This stimulates your blood
circulation. Moreover, you train your
back and abdominal muscles.

For tailor-made solutions at your workplace; Score’s saddle
chairs come in two different seat shapes: the Jumper for a
wider seat and the Amazone for a narrower seat.

An ergonomic workout while sitting.
The moving lumbar support provides
light support for your lower back for
a moment of relaxation during your
daily work.

Maximum hygiene

The movement of the seat also prevents static sitting and stimulates the
muscles in the lower back, improving
muscle tone and strength, reducing
back pain and sitting fatigue.
The level of movement of the balancing
mechanism can be adjusted entirely to
suit the user’s preference.

Anti bacterial

Amazone Stainless Steel
For working environments where hygiene requirements
are strict, such as in the food industry and in hospitals.
Stainless steel resists the wear that frequent cleaning with
chemical disinfectants or water causes. Thanks to its high
base, the space underneath the chair is easy to clean.
The saddle seat is created from PU (polyurethane) and is
fire-resistant, CFC-free and resistant to many aggressive
chemicals.

For workplaces where hygiene is
very important, the anti-bacterial
seamless upholstery provides a solution. The lack of seams prevents the
accumulation of dirt.

360° Support

360° rotatable armrest/backrest. Easy
to move out of the way. For supporting
one or both arms.

Back support
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About Score
Existing for almost 40 years, Score is a family owned Dutch company
specialised in development and manufacturing of ergonomic chairs
and accessories and is one of the leading players in Europe.
Score’s saddle chairs are widely known as the most comfortable
ergonomic saddle chairs available. They have become the standard
in European countries and are being distributed worldwide.
From the drawing board to production and extensive field testing, the
complete development process takes place in-house.
In order to guarantee high standards of quality, Score products
are exclusively distributed via carefully selected dealers.

Our saddle chair can be provided
with an ergonomically shaped back
for extra support. The back support
has a compact design to ensure that
freedom of movement is not impaired.
The back support is adjustable in both
its height and angle.

Arm support
The saddle chair with back support
is available with ergonomically shaped
armrests. These offer extra support
to reduce neck and shoulder complaints. This model, the Barrage, can
be delivered with both Jumper and
Amazone seat shapes.

Jolly
Saddle chair with the seat in the
form of a bicycle saddle at a fixed
sitting angle. Excellent mobile sitstand stool, particularly suitable
for working areas with limited leg
room.

Amazone/Jumper ESD or Cleanroom
An ESD safe saddle chair features conductive components
and an upholstery that can be fitted with a resistance of
1Mohm for a controlled discharge.
Score ESD products meet the standard IEC 61340-5-1
The cleanroom version received an outstanding Fraunhofer
Cleanroom ISO class 3 certificate.

Amazone PU (polyurethane)

Handsfree height adjustment

Polyurethane is suitable for heavy
duty industrial working environments. It is easily cleanable and
resistant to various chemical substances.
Also available with a back support..

The saddle chairs can be provided with foot controlled height
adjustment. Very useful if you would like both hands to be
free for your work and/or should be kept sterile.

Upholstery:
Available in Stamskin® TOP PUxx no. 1, Trevira (fabric) and black leatherette.

Stamskin

bright green
K81

Bicolor Stamskin

bright red
K87

bright orange turquoise
K93
K184

bright blue
K80

dark blue
K89

anthracite
K85

grey
K195

black
K05

K81/K85

K87/K85

K93/K85

